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This book has everything about pokemon. It has helped me throughout the game from where to find all the pokemon where all the items and TM &amp; HMs are I will definitely download this book. *Disclaimer: This website is not related to us. We just share the information about a better world. Let's fight back against the coronae. We
believe that everything on the internet should be free. Thus, this tool was designed for free download of documents from the internet. We're not affiliated with any website in anyway. We're not responsible for the content. You are self-responsible for your download. Published: November 2013 Last updated: 4 weeks ago Version: 1.3
Become the ultimate Pokémon champion with our biggest Pokémon strategy guide yet. Inside cover: Everything that's new about Pokémon X&amp;Y. 5 amazing tips to get your pokémon collection off to a blistering start. Each route, trainer battle and hidden shortcuts are covered. What Pokémon can be found on which routes (both
versions). How to beat any gym leader without breaking a sweat. Where to find all these hidden objects. The locations of every legendary Pokémon! Where to find all the amazing Mega Stones. Pokémon-Amie, Super Training, Battle Chateau etc are all covered! Accompanied by over 240 super high quality screenshots! Additional details
on the elusive Pokemon distribution event. Face the rates for finding wild Pokemon. Video for all the battles of Gym Leader and Elite Four, as well as the legendary and glamorous Pokemon. Dozens of additional tips and reminders throughout the main walkthrough. How to solve the crime with the Office Looker in after the game. Full
analysis on how to reproduce the perfect Pokémon of your dreams! How to catch these incredibly rare Shiny Pokémon! List all really useful (and free) O-Powers. Our related screenshots controls guides come from Pokemon X, but we also cover everything in Pokemon Y. Welcome to the latest adventure in the world of catching all these
extremely creative Pokémon. X and Y brings a whole host of new Pokémon to Pokédex and is the first real turn in a 3D adventure (iffish N64 Snap-like games aside). It's also fully online enabled allowing you to get your kick-ass Pokémon team into a global arena to finally see if you're really as good as you think you are. Our X and Y guide
is bursting into Pokédex with real help and stable strategies, so we are extremely proud of it. We have used our specially modified 3DS to take super high quality screenshots straight from the 3DS itself, so the driver is even more informative and beautiful to boot. No other Pokémon driver will give you this. We are sure you will like what
you see in our strategy guide and, as always, we welcome all comments (good and/or bad). Send your comments either to Seb seb[email protected] or to me, Andrew [email protected] or let us know in our forum. If if you prefer Twitter or Facebook then you can let us know there as well (search both for GamerGuides). Finally, I would like
to thank you for your support with the purchase of this guide. It really means a lot that you have invested your hard earned money in us. Enjoy the driver. To create a series or add a task to it, go to a task page. The Common Knowledge section now includes a Series field. Type the name of the series to add the book to it. Projects can
belong to more than one series. In some cases, as with Narnia's chronicles, disagreements about order require the creation of more than one series. Tip: If the order has an order, add a number or other description in parentheses after the series title (e.g., Prydain Chronicles (Book 1)). By default, it sorts by number or alphabetically if there
is no number. If you want to place a specific order, use | to divide the number and description. Thus, (0|prequel) sorts by 0 under the prequel tag. What's not a series? Series was designed to cover groups of books generally understood as such (see Wikipedia: Book Series). Like many concepts in the world of books, series is a somewhat
fluid and controversial concept. A good rule of thumb is that the series have a conventional name and are deliberate creations, on the part of the author or publisher. For now, avoid forcing the issue with simple lists of works that have an arbitrary common feature, such as about a particular place. Avoid rows that cross writers unless the
writers were or became aware of series recognition (e.g., avoid summing up Jane Austen with its sequels). Also avoid publisher series, unless the publisher has a real monopoly over the works in question. So guide dummies are a number of projects. But the Loeb Classical Library is a series of publications, not works. This ebook is only
licensed for your personal enjoyment. This ebook cannot be resold or given away to other people. If you want to share this book with another person, please purchase an additional copy for each recipient. If you are reading this book and did not buy it, or it was not purchased only for your own use, then please return and buy your own
copy. Thank you for respecting the hard work of this writer. Legal information: This product is not linked, linked, supported or funded by the London Future Games, nor has it been tested, tested or certified by either. This guide should be used as a Reference. This does not modify or modify the game in any way. This is a written guide and
not a software program. Table of Contents Chapter 1: Error Mark 1 Chapter 2: Cliff Badge Chapter 3: Rumble Badge Chapter 4: Plant Signal Chapter 5: Voltage Signal Chapter 6: Fairy Badge Chapter 7: Psychic Signal Chapter 8: Iceberg Badge Chapter 9: Pokemon League The Pokémon X and Pokémon Y Analytical Presentation are
working. Working. content is still added, thank you for your patience! Welcome to the Pokémon X and Pokémon Y walkthrough where you can find a complete guide to everything about games than Pokémon you can catch where, as well as all the new features, including Super Training and Pokémon-Amie. Pokémon X and Pokémon Y
where it was first announced in January 2013 through a Pokémon Direct specialist. With the announcement came the news that the games will be released in October 2013- exactly one year since the last main series Pokémon release, Black 2 and White 2. It was also revealed that Pokémon X and Y would be the first Pokémon Games to
have a global release date, so that Pokémon fans from all over the world can experience the newest generation of the series at the same time. Pokémon X and Y also marks the debut of the main series for the 3DS, as well as the transition from elves to 3D models. Using Ken Sugimori's formal art style, detailed cell shadow models and
new camera angles make every Pokémon Battle look like something straight out of anime. Images Find more screenshots and official art by visiting the Pokemon X and Y Pokémon X Picture Gallery Detailed Presentation and the Pokémon Y Walkthrough Bug Badge Chapter 1: Bug Badge v 1.1 Introduction The first time you play
Pokémon X or Pokémon Y, you will be greeted with the introductory title screen. Tap Start and your adventure will start automatically. Kalo Augustine Sycamore professor introduces you to the world of Pokémon. Your first choice for your adventure is to choose between the male or female instructor. Whichever character you choose, you
will become one of your opponents during your Pokémon adventure. After choosing your gender, you will also have the choice between three different skin and hair color variations. Choose what you like best, name your character, and your adventure will begin. 1.2 Waiville City You begin your journey to your new hometown of Faiville.
Your mom throws up the stairs and wakes you up. After getting out of bed, check the mirror in your room to change out of your pyjamas and into your default trainer equipment. Unlike previous Pokémon games, you have running shoes by default. All you have to do is press and hold down the B key to run. Go down and talk to your mother.
He'll advise you to go out and introduce yourself to the neighbors. You won't have to go very far though, as two of your neighbors wait outside your door to greet you in Univille City: Shauna and Serena (if you choose the trainer, Calem will be in her place). They say Professor Sikamore asked for your help, along with four other children in
the area. They agree to meet you in a nearby town next to Faiville. You are now free to explore the city, the residence will give you many useful tips. If you're in a hurry to get First Pokémon, head north through the gate in the middle of the city to head to Aquacorde City. 1.3 Aquacorde Town Head through the small path and you'll be fast in
Aquacorde. It's not much bigger than your city, but it has many more accommodations for Pokémon trainers, including shops to buy Pokéballs, Filters, and an inn that will cure your Pokémon. Before you can check the stores out, you will meet with Serena/Calem and Shauna again, along with two of their friends Tierno and Trevor. You will
then be asked to choose an alias for yourself. The only people who will refer to you by this nickname are your new group of friends, and usually influence the trainer identity you selected at the beginning of the game at all. Finally, you will receive your original Pokémon from Tierno. You get the first option, so choose wisely! Starting
Pokémon While any starter can have professionals and cheats, type disadvantages can be easily corrected by catching and training a Pokémon team. I recommend choosing the Pokémon you like best and will have the most fun battle with. Chespin: A Pokémon-type grass, it has a strong shell that protects the head and back into battle.
He will race early in the area against wild Flying and Bug Pokémon and will be at a disadvantage in the first Gym. However, you will be rewarded for your hard work early on, as it has a press advantage over the second gym. Fennekin: A Pokémon fire, the flame-shaped tufs of fur come from Fennekin's ear function as a heat outlet,
reaching temperatures of up to 200 degrees. He likes to pinch branches. A great Pokémon for beginner trainers, as it is very powerful against Pokemon you will come across early in your trip, and has a type advantage over the first gym. However, he will be at a disadvantage over the second gym leader. Froakie: Don't get carried away by
the small stature of this type of Pokémon water- they are very strong, and while they may seem distant at first glance, they constantly monitor their environment. Froakie is a solid choice and will have little trouble at most of the first wild Pokémon and the first two gyms. After you choose your Pokémon, Shauna will get the Pokémon that
has a weakness of type in your original Pokémon and Serena/Calem will get the rest of the starter who will have the type advantage over your Pokémon. Trevor will give all three of you a Pokédex, a device that records the information of all the Pokémon you've come across. Trevor reveals that the professor wants you to complete the
Pokédex while on your adventure. He'll give you A letter from the professor to give to your mom before you go. As you return to the town of Vaniville to deliver it to her, Sona stops you and challenges you to a Pokémon battle. This battle is pretty simple, use your starter corresponding type move for an easy win. Continue back to your
home to deliver the letter, and after you say goodbye to your mom and your rhyhorn family, you will be able to cross the bridge to Aquacorde. v 1.4 Route 2: Avance Trail Head over the bridge to Route 2. This will be the first time you will meet Tall Grass. When you enter Tall Grass, there may be a chance to encounter a wild Pokémon. If
you bought Pokéball's at Aquacorde and are familiar with older Pokémon games, you can try catching any Pokémon you may encounter. Either way, just above the first patch of tall grass you will meet once again with your two friends, who are also starting their Pokémon journeys. It turns out that Serena/Calem comes from a family of
Pokémon trainers and shows how to catch a Pokémon on you and Shauna. After capturing pokémon, it will give you both 10 Pokéball to start catching pokémon. When the 6 Pokémon slots are filled, additional Pokémon will be automatically sent to the computer at any Pokémon Center. Although it's a relatively short ride, there's a lot of
Pokémon to catch. Catch.
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